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The LaFebres were baffled by an odd floor plan in their master bathroom. Just off of the 128-square-foot
bath were five sets of hinged doors — one leading to the bedroom, two doors leading to the single closet,
another to the toilet area and yet another to a linen closet. All these doors interrupted the flow of the
small space and created headaches for the couple. 

The LaFebres asked USI Remodeling to solve their spatial dilemma. USI Remodeling created a whole
new floor plan and contemporary design style that boasts an open feel. The interior wall between the
master bath and closet was reframed and angled, creating just one entry
point into the closet. The linen closet was removed and a custom linen
cabinet was added inside the master closet, opening up the bathroom
space even more. The wall enclosing the toilet was reframed and a
pocket door was added. Now, the room has an open space plan and
only has two sets of swinging doors — one on the closet and one lead-
ing to the bedroom. 

Not only does the room have a better functionality, but it was also
updated with modern, decadent finishes and amenities. A DuPont
Quartz counter complements the cherry vanity from Restoration
Hardware’s Turner Bath Collection. The Kohler-Archer soaking tub is
surrounded by StonePeak Ceramics tile from American Tile Supply.
The frameless glass shower adds to the open feel of the room. 

Now the LaFebres can enjoy a relaxing, modern bathroom without
dodging swinging doors. 
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Redefined Floor Plan

Relaxation is just a bath away in this Kohler Archer 100+ gallon soak-
ing tub, which is surrounded by tile from StonePeak Ceramics.
Doralfe Plumbing fixtures were used in the tub and shower.  
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The cherry vanity, wall sconces and medicine cabinet mirrors are all part of Restoration
Hardware’s Turner Bath Collection. The vanity is topped with DuPont Zodiac 3CM Quartz.
Another unique feature in this bath is the NuTone humidity-activated bath ventilation system.


